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Suppressing theµ and neutrino masses by a superconformal force
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The idea of Nelson and Strassler to obtain a power law suppression of parameters by a superconformal force
is applied to understand the smallness of them parameter and neutrino masses inR-parity violating supersym-
metric standard models. We find that the low-energy sector should contain at least another pair of Higgs
doublets, and that a suppression of&O(10213) for the m parameter and neutrino masses can be achieved
generically. The superpotential of the low-energy sector happens to possess an anomaly-free discreteR sym-
metry, eitherR3 or R6, which naturally suppresses certain lepton-flavor violating processes, the neutrinoless
double beta decays and also the electron electric dipole moment. We expect that the escape energy of the
superconformal sector is&O(10) TeV so that this sector will be observable at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider ~LHC!. Our models can accommodate a large mixing among neutrinos and give the same upper bound
of the lightest Higgs boson mass as the minimal supersymmetric standard model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The minimal supersymmetric standard model~MSSM!
contains two Higgs chiral supermultiplets,Hu andHd , and
with respect to the standard model~SM! gauge group
SU(3)C3SU(2)L3U(1)Y the down-type Higgs doubletHd

has the same quantum numbers as the left-handed le
doublets Li( i 51,2,3). Therefore, the SU(3)C3SU(2)L
3U(1)Y gauge interactions cannot distinguishHd from Li .
What distinguishes them from each other are lepton num
andR parity @1#, which, however, forbid Majorana neutrin
masses. An elegant way to generate small neutrino mass
the seesaw mechanism@2#, and if we apply this mechanism
without breakingR parity we have to introduce right-hande
neutrinos into the MSSM. It has been known for a long tim
that, once we give up the lepton number as well asR-parity
conservation, there exist possibilities of generating neutr
masses through mixing with neutralinos without introduci
right-handed neutrinos@1,3–9#.

In this paper we are concerned with theseR-parity violat-
ing ~RPV! models.1 In the RPV models, there exists no di
ference amongHd andLi . That is, them term, HuHd , and
the bilinear RPV terms,HuLi , should be treated on the sam
footing, which implies that them problem @11# is closely
related2 to the smallness of the neutrino masses@17#. So,
unless them problem is solved, the natural neutrino mass
the RPV models will be of the order of a fundamental sca
which is a disaster for the models. Our basic idea, to obta
small m and hence small neutrino masses, is to use a su
conformal strong force to drivem down to the electroweak
scale from a superhigh energy scale. A similar idea has b
applied in the Yukawa sector and in the supersymme
breaking sector by Nelson and Strassler@18# to generate a
hierarchical order of the Yukawa couplings at low energ

1See Ref.@10# for recent developments.
2See also Refs.@12–16# for various possible solutions for them

problem.
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from their anarchical order at a fundamental scale,3 and at
the same time to obtain almost degenerate s
supersymmetry-breaking~SSB! scalar masses at low ene
gies @21,22#.

For our idea to work, we have to couple the Higgs fiel
to a superconformal sector. However, if the MSSM Hig
multiplets couple to the strong sector, not onlym but also all
the Yukawa couplings are suppressed, which we would
to avoid in this paper. So, we will enlarge the Higgs sect
We introduce another pair of Higgs doublets,H̃u and H̃d ,
which are supposed to couple to the superconformal se
and are responsible to drivem down to the electroweak scale
We will find that a suppression of&O(10213) can be
achieved in this way, and we expect that the escape energ
the superconformal sector is rather a lower scale;O(TeV),
because otherwise the superconformal suppression woul
insufficient to understand the smallness of them and neutrino
masses. Since the charged matter in the superconformal
tor has nontrivial quantum numbers under SU(2L
3U(1)Y , they could be experimentally tested at the CER
Large Hadron Collider~LHC!, for instance.

We will explicitly construct realistic low-energy model
by imposing anomaly-free discreteR symmetries@23# in the
superpotential, while allowing most general, renormaliza
supersymmetry-breaking terms. It will turn out that our mo
els can accommodate a large mixing among neutrinos,
that the upper bound of the lightest Higgs boson mass of
MSSM remains unchanged.

II. SUPERCONFORMAL SECTOR

We assume that the superconformal gauge force that
pressesm is based on the gauge group SU(NC) with a global
symmetry U(NTS)L3U(NTS)R3U(NU)L3U(NU)R . The
matter content is given in Table I. Note that the represen
tions of the matter chiral supermultiplets in this sector sho

3The basic mechanism will be explained in the text, and for m
details see Ref.@18#. See also Refs.@19,20#.
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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TABLE I. Field content in the superconformal sector.

SU(3)C3SU(2)L3U(1)Y SU(NC) U(NTS)L3U(NTS)R U(NU)L3U(NU)R

T (1,2,21/2) NC (NTS,1) 1

T̄ (1,2,1/2) N̄C (1,N̄TS) 1

S (1,1,0) NC (1,NTS) 1

S̄ (1,1,0) N̄C (N̄TS,1) 1

U (1,1,0) NC 1 (NU,1)

Ū (1,1,0) N̄C
1 (1,N̄U)
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be real with respect to the SM gauge symmetry SU(3C
3SU(2)L3U(1)Y . Otherwise the strong force could brea
dynamically this symmetry, at least at the escaping ene
scaleLC , at which the strong sector is supposed to decou
from the low-energy sector.~We will estimateLC later.! This
implies that the representation of the new Higgs superm
tiplets H̃u and H̃d that couple to the superconformal sect
should also be real with respect to these symmetries. W
this remark we now consider the coupling ofH̃u and H̃d to
this sector through the renormalizable superpotential

WSC5yUH̃uTS̄1yDH̃dT̄S, ~1!

where we have suppressed all the indices, and the new H
doubletsH̃u and H̃d are singlets under SU(NC), where the
U(1)Y charge ofH̃u(d) is 1(2)1/2.

Let us briefly explain the mechanism proposed by Nels
and Strassler@18# using our model. According to Seiberg
conjecture@24#, a nontrivial infrared fixed point exits in ou
model4 if (3/2)NC,3NTS1NU,3NC is satisfied@24#. The
anomalous dimensiong I of a chiral supermultipletf I at the
fixed point is related to its chargeRI of an anomaly-freeR
symmetry throughg I5(3/2)RI21 @24,25#. ~We assume be
low that T̄, S̄, andŪ have, respectively, the same anomalo
dimensions asT, S, andU.! The point is that the anomalou
dimensions can become large negative numbers, becaus
contribution of gauginos with a positiveR charge to the
anomaly has to be canceled by that of chiral charged ma
supermultiplets with negativeR charge. This can also be see
from the Novikov-Shifman-Vainstein-Zakharovb function
@26#

b~g!52
g3

16p2

3NC23NTS2NU12G

12NCg2/8p2
,

G5NTS~2gT1gS!1NUgU . ~2!

So, at the fixed point we obtain

G52
1

2
@3NC2~3NTS1NU!#,

4We assume that the supersymmetric SM sector~SSM! couples
only weakly to the strong sector and so the conjecture is appr
mately satisfied.
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2 NC,3NTS1NU,3NC!. ~3!

If we may assume that all the chiral supermultiplets have
same anomalous dimensiong for simplicity, we find that

g52
3NC2~3NTS1NU!

2~3NTS1NU!
~4!

at the fixed point, implying that the anomalous dimensio
can become negative numbers ofO(1). Furthermore, at the
superconformal fixed point, the dimension of the superpot
tial WSC has to be 3, which means that its anomalous dim
sion should vanish. Therefore, we arrive at

g* 5g H̃u
5g H̃d

522g5
3NC2~3NTS1NU!

3NTS1NU
,1, ~5!

which is a positive number ofO(1), and forinstance, 1/14
<g* <7/8 for SU(5).

The crucial point is now that the large positive anomalo
dimensiong* carried by the SSM supermultiplets has a lar
influence on the SSM parameters if their evolution has
form

L
dm

dL
5m g H̃u,d

1•••, ~6!

where ••• stands for other contributions from the SSM
which are assumed to be small at high energies. If the en
decreases from a unification scaleL0 @which may be the
Planck scale, string scale or grand unified theory~GUT!
scale# to the escaping scaleLC at which the strong secto
decouples due to some dynamics, the parameterm receives a
strong suppression of the form

m~LC!.m~L0!@LC /L0#g* . ~7!

This is the mechanism of suppression@18#, and we assume
that all the massive supersymmetric parameters in the su
potential of the SSM sector enjoy this suppression.

Note, however, that the anomalous dimension at the
perconformal fixed point cannot exceed 1, if only one chi
multiplet couples to the parameter. That is,

m~LC!

m~L0!
.

LC

L0
, ~8!i-
4-2
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so that if we would identifym(L0) with L0, we would ob-
tain the useless resultm(LC).LC . A consequence of this
observation is that above the unification scaleL0 the param-
eter m should have already received some suppress
mechanism, which yields a suppression of

m~L0!

L0
.

m~LC!

LC
Fm~LC!

m~L0! G
1/g* 21

. ~9!

The value ofg* is typically &0.8. Assuming that 1/g* 21
.0.2, LC /m(LC).50, andm(LC)/m(L0).10210, we ob-
tain a necessary suppression ofm(L0)/L0.1024.

Before we come to construct the SSM sector, let us co
pute the anomalous dimensionsg* in our model in a semi-
nonperturbative way. That is, we use the nonperturbative
sult for theb function of the gauge coupling~2!, but for the
anomalous dimensions we use the one-loop expression

g H̃u
5

1

16p2
NTSyU

2 , gT5
1

16p2 S yU
2 2

NC
2 21

NC
g2D ,

~10!

g S̄5
1

16p2 S 2yU
2 2

NC
2 21

NC
g2D ,

gU52
1

16p2

NC
2 21

NC
g2, ~11!

and similarly for g H̃d
etc.. From b(g)50 and g H̃u

1gT

1g S̄5g H̃d
1g T̄1gS50, we obtain

g* 5gHu
5gHd

5NTS

3~NC2NTS!2NU

NTS13NTS
2 13NU1NTSNU

.

~12!

The maximal valuegmax* for a given gauge group can b
computed from Eq.~12!. We find for instance

gmax* „SU~3!…5
1

3
, gmax* „SU~5!…5

7

12
,

gmax* „SU~7!…5
5

7
, gmax* „SU~9!…5

26

33
. ~13!

Note that the numbers above are not exact results, bec
we have used only one-loop anomalous dimensions in E
~10! and ~11!. ~In some cases, one-loop anomalous dim
sions yield exact results.! So these numbers may receiv
nonperturbative corrections.

As we have seen in this section, the superconformal fo
can suppressm according to the power law~7!. However, the
suppressionm(LC)/m(L0) is not strong, so that only a sup
pression of*O(10213) can be gained from the superconfo
mal force if we assume thatLC /L0*10216 and g* &0.8,
where we have used relation~9!. We therefore cannot iden
tify m(L0) with the fundamental scaleL0, so we have to
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assume that a suppression of at least&1023 should already
exist in the fundamental theory. A representative exampl

LC.1.8 TeV, m~LC!.102 GeV,

m~L0!.1013 GeV, L0.1017 GeV, ~14!

where we have assumed thatg* 50.8. This should be con
trasted to the models of Nelson and Strassler@18#, whereLC
is supposed to be between 1010 and 1016 GeV. Our models
predict a rather lower scale;O(TeV), because otherwise th
superconformal suppression would be insufficient to und
stand the smallness ofm and neutrino masses. Since th
charged matter multiplets in the superconformal sector h
nontrivial quantum numbers under SU(2)L3U(1)Y , they
could be produced and seen as new type of hadrons a
LHC.

III. THE LOW-ENERGY SECTOR

We assume that the low-energy physics can be descr
by a supersymmetric extension of the SM and that all
supersymmetric mass parameters receive the superconfo
suppression. As explained in the Introduction, we must
large the matter content of the MSSM for this idea to wo
and we have already introduced, in addition to the MSS
Higgs doubletsHu andHd , a new set of Higgs doubletsH̃u

and H̃d that couple to the superconformal sector. The S
gauge interactions cannot distinguishH̃u from Hu and H̃d
from Hd , and so we would like to find a symmetry tha
makes it possible to distinguish them from each other a
allows in the superpotential the quadratic terms such
HdH̃u andHuH̃d , but forbidsHdHu ~which has to be absent
because it cannot enjoy the superconformal suppress!.
First we consider an ordinary global U(1) or discreteZN
symmetry,5 and we assume that the superconformal stro
force does not break nonperturbatively the symmetry. T
implies that the representations of the charged matter mu
lets in the strong sector should be real with respect to
symmetry, that is, the U(1)~or ZN) charge ofH̃u has to be
the opposite sign of that ofH̃d . Consequently,H̃uH̃d and
henceHuHd cannot be forbidden by an ordinary global U(1
or discreteZN symmetry ifHdH̃u andHuH̃d are allowed.

Another possibility isR symmetry, discrete or continuous
We understand under the reality of aR symmetry in the
strong sector that the charged matter multipletsT, S, andU

can form a mass term withT̄, S̄, and Ū, respectively. So,
their R charge has to be 1, implying that the charge ofH̃u

and H̃d has to be zero such that the Yukawa coupling~1! is
allowed by the symmetry. We look for an anomaly-freeR
symmetry along the line of Refs.@23,28#, because such a
symmetry may descend from a gauge symmetry in a co
pactified string theory. We denote theR charge of a chiral

5By an ‘‘ordinary’’ symmetry we mean a symmetry that is not
R symmetry type.
4-3
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supermultipletf by R(f), and impose the following condi
tions: ~1! the reality of (H̃u ,H̃d), which meansR(H̃u)
5R(H̃d)50; ~2! the presence ofHdH̃u and HuH̃d ; ~3! the
absence ofHuHd ; and~4! the presence of the Yukawa term
Ei

cL jHd , Di
cQjHd , andUi

cQjHu .
HereEi , Ui , andDi are the right-handed lepton, up-typ

quark, and down-type quark singlets, andLi andQi are the
left-handed lepton and quark doublets (i 51,2,3), respec-
tively. An immediate consequence of the reality condition
is that R2 (R parity! is ruled out, because this conditio
implies thatR(Hd)5R(Hu)5250(mod 2) due to the con
dition ~2!, which, however, contradicts condition~3!. So we
will not considerR2 in the following discussion. Condition
~1! and ~2! yield

R~Hd!52R~H̃u!1252 ~mod N!,

R~Hu!52R~H̃d!1252 ~mod N!, ~15!

which give

R~Hu!1R~Hd!54 ~mod N!, ~16!

where we have taken into account the possibility that thR
symmetry may be a discrete symmetryRN . The last condi-
tion ~4! requires

R~Hu!1R~Qi !1R~U j
c!5R~Hd!1R~Qi !1R~D j

c!

5R~Hd!1R~Li !1R~Ej
c!

52 ~mod N!. ~17!

One can easily see that Eq.~17! requires that the trilinea
terms

Di
cQjH̃d and Ui

cQjH̃u ~18!

should be absent.
There exist mixed non-Abelian gauge anomali

R@U(1)Y#2, R@SU(2)L#2, R@SU(3)C#2, and R@SU(NC)#2,
the cubicR3, and mixed gravitational anomalies. The cub
and mixed gravitational anomalies depend on the structur
the massive states in the high-energy theory~so they do not
decouple in a certain sense at low energies@23#!, while the
mixed gauge anomalies should be cancelled by the mas
fermions @23,27#. Since we are not interested in the hig
energy sector in the present paper, we would like to take
account only the mixed gauge anomalies. Moreover,
R@U(1)Y#2 anomaly does not give useful information, b
cause the U(1)Y charge is not quantized. With these remar
in mind, we considerR@SU(2)L#2 and R@SU(3)C#2 only.
The anomaly coefficients are given by@23,27,28#

A25
3

2
3@R~Q!21#1

1

2 (
i 51

3

@R~Li !21#1
1

2
$@R~Hu!21#

1@R~Hd!21#1@R~H̃u!21#1@R~H̃d!21#%12,

~19!
11501
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A35
3

2
$2@R~Q!21#1@R~U !21#1@R~D !21#%13,

~20!

where we have considered the possibility that theR charge of
the leptons may depend on the generation, while we h
assumed that for quarks it is independent of the generat
Using now Eqs.~15!–~17!, the anomaly coefficients~19! and
~20! can be rewritten as

2A25S 281(
i 51

3

@R~Li !19R~Q!# D ~mod N!,

~21!

2A356H 12
1

2
@R~Hu!1R~Hd!#J 526 ~mod N!.

~22!

Equation~22! implies that a continuousR symmetry cannot
be anomaly free. So we look for anomaly-free discreteR
symmetriesRN . ForRN , the right-hand side of Eqs.~21! and
~22! may beNk to ensure an anomaly-free symmetry, whe
k is an arbitrary integer. Therefore, Eq.~22! implies that we
can have onlyR3 or R6 (R2 has already been ruled out!.
Another immediate consequence is that ifR(Li) is indepen-
dent of the generation, 2A25Nk cannot be satisfied forN
53 and 6, because 8 cannot be cancelled by a multiple o
In the following discussion we will assume thatL1 has aR
charge that is different from those ofL2 and L3 ~although
there are other possibilities, e.g., that theR charge of the
quarks is generation dependent!. The R@SU(NC)#2 anomaly
results only from the SU(NC) gauginos@condition ~1! is a
consequence ofR(T)5R(T̄)5•••5R(Ū)51#:

2ANC
52T„SU~NC!…52NC , ~23!

which implies that, because ofR3 or R6, only a multiple of 3
for NC is possible.

We have checked that there exist various solutions,
we would like to give here only two representative solutio
in Table II. The models also possess the baryon triality sy
metry B3 @23#, which is free not only from the mixed non
Abelian gauge anomalies, but also from the cubic as wel
the mixed gravitational anomalies.6

The superpotential corresponding to theR3 andR6 mod-
els takes the form

W5Wm1WY1WY8 , ~24!

where

6The baryon triality is defined asB352Y2B(mod 3) @23#, where
Y andB are the weak hypercharge and baryon number, respectiv
The baryon triality assignment in the superconformal sector is

unique. A possibility is thatB3(T)52,B3(T̄)51 and all the other
superfields have zero charge.
4-4
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Wm5m̃HuH̃d1m0HdH̃u1 (
i 52,3

m iL i H̃u , ~25!

WY5 (
i , j 52,3

yi j
e LiHdEj

c1y11
e L1HdE1

c

1 (
i , j 51

3

@yi j
d QiHdD j

c1yi j
u QiHuU j

c#,

WY85 (
i 52,3

S l i11L1LiE1
c1l23iL2L3Ei

c

1 (
j ,k51

3

~l i jk8 LiQjDk
c1 ỹ1i

e L1H̃dEi
c!D . ~26!

The coupling constantl i jk is antisymmetric with respect to
the first two indices (l i jk52l j ik). The last term ỹ1i

e

L1H̃dEi
c in WY8 could cause a flavor changing neutral curre

~FCNC! problem, but it is not, becauseỹ1i
e will be extremely

suppressed by the superconformal force. Note that
baryon number violating termDcDcUc is absent in the su
perpotential. This term is protected byB3 and also by the
discreteR symmetry.

To make our model viable we have to take into acco
supersymmetry breaking. We assume that it appears as
soft-supersymmetry-breaking~SSB! LagrangianLso f t . What
about symmetry ofLso f t? If we impose the same global sym
metry R3 or R6 on Lso f t , the gaugino mass terms for in
stance are not allowed. This would phenomenologically b
disaster. In the case of the MSSM, the SSB terms satisfyR2
symmetry (R parity!, and moreover this symmetry is free o
all anomalies. But the superpotential of the MSSM with
without RPV terms has a largerR symmetry thanR2, which
is free from mixed non-Abelian gauge anomalies. One
convince oneself, for instance, that an anomaly-freeR4 or R5
is realized in the superpotential. These discrete symme
R4 andR5 are assumed to be completely broken by the S
terms in the case of the MSSM, while the complete
anomaly-freeR2 is unbroken by the SSB terms. In th
present case we therefore assume that the comple
anomaly-freeB3 is unbroken, while the superpotential sym
metry, R3 or R6, is broken by the SSB terms. We thus i
clude all renormalizable SSB terms inLso f t that are consis-
tent with B3. Then the SSB Lagragian is given by

TABLE II. The R charge assignment of two representative mo
els. The last row is the baryon triality@23#.

R Hu Hd H̃u H̃d
L1 L2,3 E1

c E2,3
c Q Uc Dc

R3 2 2 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0 0
R6 2 2 0 0 4 2 2 4 0 0 0
B3 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 1
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2Lso f t5 (
i , j 51

2

~m̃u
2! i j Hui* Hu j1 (

a,b51

5

~m̃d
2!abHda* Hdb

1 (
i , j 51

3

@~m̃Q
2 ! i j Qi* Qj1~m̃U

2 ! i j Ui*
cU j

c

1~m̃D
2 ! i j Di*

cD j
c#1F2(

i 51

2

(
a51

5

BiaHuiHda

1(
i 51

3

(
a,b51

5

hab i
e HdaHdbEi

c

1 (
i , j 51

3 S (
a51

5

hi j a
d QiHdaD j

c1 (
k51

2

hi jk
u QiHukU j

cD
1H.c.G , ~27!

where the gaugino masses are abbreviated and the sam
tation has been used for the scalar component of a super
tiplet as the corresponding superfield. We have denoted
Higgs doubletsHu and H̃u by Hui with i 51,2, and the
down-type onesHd ,H̃d and Li ( i 51,2,3) by Hda with a
51, . . . ,5,respectively.

The superpotential~26! has various phenomenologica
consequences. First of all there is no baryon decay as
phasized. (l i jk9 in the notation of Ref.@10# vanish identi-
cally.! Further various Yukawa couplings vanish:

y1i5l2315l1i j 50 for i , j 52,3,

l1i j8 50 for i , j 51,2,3. ~28!

Therefore, the bounds coming from a certain set of
lepton-flavor violating processes such asm→eg, m→eee,
m-e conversion in nuclei@29–31#, the electron electric di-
pole moment~EDM! @32#, and the neutrinoless doubleb
decay @33–35# are automatically satisfied. But the lepto
flavor violating t decays as well as various RPV rare le
tonic decays of light mesons@29# such asKL→mm̄, KL

→eē are allowed, while a certain mode such asKL→em̄

1ēm is forbidden, giving constraints7 on the RPV Yukawa
couplings@29,10#

l232l312,3218 &3.831027,

l121l212,2218 ,l131l312,3218 &2.531028. ~29!

These might be considered as prediction of the present m
and make it possible to discriminate the model from oth
RPV models. There are other phenomenological con
quences, which we would like to leave for future work.

7It is assumed here and above that the mass of all the scalar qu
and leptons is 100 GeV.

-
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IV. NEUTRINO MASS AND THE LIGHTEST HIGGS
BOSON MASS

A. Neutrino mass and mixing

First we would like to derive the neutralino-neutrino ma
matrix M for the superpotential~24! along with the SSB
Lagrangian~27!. To this end, we define the neutralino vect
as

CT5~2 il1 ,2 il2 ,cu ,c ũ, cd ,c d̃ ,c i !, i 51,2,3
~30!

wherel1,2 are the gauginos for U(1)Y and SU(2)L , andc ’s
are the neutral fermionic components of the Higgs and l
handed lepton supermultiplets in an obvious notation. T
vacuum expectation values~VEVs! of the neutral bosonic
o

e

d
o

ca
ir

a

e
l

ly

11501
t-
e

components of the Higgs and left-handed lepton superm
tiplets are denoted byv I with I 5u,ũ, . . . , and ournormal-
ization of v ’s can be read off from

v5
2MW

g
5246 GeV, v25 (

I 5u,ũ, . . .
v I

2 , ~31!

whereg is the SU(2)L gauge coupling constant, andMW is
the W gauge boson mass. We also use the notationv05vd ,
r I5v I /v, Msw5MZ sinuW5MW tanuW , and Mcw
5MZ cosuW5MW, where u is the Weinberg angle. Then
neutralino-neutrino mass term can be written as
2(1/2)CTM C, where
M5S M0 M T

M 0 D , ~32!

M05S M1 0 Mswru Mswr ũ 2Mswr0 2Mswr d̃

0 M2 2Mcwru 2Mcwr ũ Mcwr0 Mcwr d̃

Mswru 2Mcwru 0 0 0 m̃

Mswr ũ 2Mcwr d̃ 0 0 m0 0

2Mswr0 Mcwr0 0 m0 0 0

2Mswr d̃ Mcwr d̃ m̃ 0 0 0

D ,

M5~2Mswr i Mcwr i 0 m i 0 0!. ~33!
a

e

Here M0 is a neutralino mass matrix and a neutralin
neutrino mixing matrix is represented byM. Through this
neutralino-neutrino mixing neutrinos can become massiv
discussed in the usual RPV models@3–9#.

The smallness of the neutrino masses can be achieve
two ways. One possibility is given by a precise alignment
rW andmW , in which case the energy scale ofR-parity violation
does not have to be very small, and thereforer1,2,3 can take
O(1) values. As a result, the neutralinos and neutrinos
have a large mixing. The other possibility does not requ
the precise alignment betweenrW and mW , but the scale
R-parity violation has to be small compared to the we
scale. In this case all of the elements ofMM 0

21 is smaller
than 1, and consequently the neutrino mass matrix can
obtained from the seesaw formulamn5MM 0

21M T.
Let us examine each case in more detail. In our mod

discussed in the previous sections@see the superpotentia
~25!#, we havem150. The smallest nonzero eigenvaluemn3

of the mass matrixM in the first case can be approximate
written as@8#

mn3
.

MZ
2~cw

2 M11sw
2 M2!

mW 2M1M2

@mW 2rW 22~mW •rW !2#, ~34!
-

as

in
f

n
e

k

be

ls

where

mW 5~m0 ,m1 ,m2 ,m3!, rW 5~r0 ,r1 ,r2 ,r3!. ~35!

Note thatmW andrW do not containm̃ andr ũ ,r d̃ , respectively.
Using the anglej made bymW andrW and the GUT motivated
relation M1 /M25(5/3)tan2uW , the neutrino mass~34! can
be written as

mn3
.

8

5

MW
2

M2

sin2 j

11tan2 b
, ~36!

where we have definedurW u5cosb, which would coincide
with vd /(vu

21vd
2)1/2 of the R-parity conserving case if only

Hu andHd would acquire a nonvanishing VEV. To obtain
neutrino mass such as&2.8 eV satisfying the combined
mass bound coming from the tritiumb decay@36# and vari-
ous observations of the neutrino oscillation@37#, we need
sinj&331024 for M251 TeV and tanb510. It may be in-
teresting to see how the eigenstatecn3

of the smallest non-

vanishing massmn3
is composed. Here we consider only th

case in whichc1 and c2 are decoupled~that is, m15m2
4-6
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50). SincerW has to be almost parallel tomW , we make an
approximation thatrW }mW , and find that the mass eigenstate
given by

cn3
.

1

Am0
21m3

2
~m0c32m3cd!. ~37!

So the mixing betweenc3 and cd will be large in general,
but no mixing occurs with the other neutralinos. There
two zero mass eigenvalues at tree level, but in higher ord
in perturbation theory@7,8# this degeneracy is removed an
the mixing among all the neutrinos occurs. Although the c
plings in the superpotential~26! are restricted by a discreteR
symmetry @see Eq.~28!#, three neutrinos mix at one-loo
order, allowing a variety of mixing among neutrinos depen
ing on the size of theR-parity violating parameters. How
ever, we cannot say more about its nature at present.

In the second case the neutrino mass matrix can be
tained from the seesaw formula

mn5MM 0
21M T

5
MZ

2~cw
2 M11sw

2 M2!

M1M2m0
2 S Ge

2 GeGm GeGt

GeGm Gm
2 GmGt

GeGt GmGt Gt
2
D ,

~38!

whereGa52ram01r0ma . The nonzero eigenvalue of thi
matrix is given by

MZ
2~cw

2 M11sw
2 M2!uGW u2

M1M2m0
2

,

which is equivalent to Eq.~34! up to the higher-order term
of ma andra . A possible diagonalization matrix of~38! is8

Vn5S cosg sing 0

2sing cosg 0

0 0 1
D S cosd 0 sind

0 1 0

2sind 0 cosd
D

3S cosa sina 0

2sina cosa 0

0 0 1
D , ~39!

where tang52Gm /Ge , tand5AGe
21Gm

2 /Gt , and a is an
arbitrary angle. This arbitrariness results from the fact t
the mass matrix~38! has two degenerate eigenvalues. No
to find the mixing matrix in the lepton sectorVMNS, we re-
mind ourselves that ourR-charge assignment~see Table II!
constrains the mass matrix of the charged leptons to have

8We assume that all the elements ofmn are real, andVn
TmnVn

5diagonal.
11501
e
rs

-

-

b-

t
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form9

ml5S mee 0 0

0 mmm mmt

0 mtm mtt

D . ~40!

This matrix can allow a maximum mixing in thee and m
sector, which is favored for the realization of a bimaxim
mixing in the lepton sector@38#. ~The bimaximal mixing is
considered to be a favored form to explain the solar a
atmospheric neutrino observation.! Since the mixing matrix
VMNS is given by VMNS5Vl

†Vn (Vl is the diagonalization
matrix of the matrixml), the bimaximal mixing form

VMNS.S 1

A2

1

A2
0

2
1

2

1

2
2

1

A2

2
1

2

1

2

1

A2

D ~41!

may be obtained if, for instance, sind;0 and cos(a1g)
;sin(a1g);1/A2. Note that the higher-order corrections r
solve the mass degeneracy and hence fix the size of the a
a. We expect to obtain results that are similar to those in R
@8#, in which, as far as the neutrino-neutralino sector is c
cerned, similar models have been studied. Here we wo
like to quote their result: Following the notation of Grossm
and Haber in Ref.@8#, the one-loop contributiondmn to the
neutrino mass matrix may be written as

~dmn! i j .
1

32p2 F(k,p
l ikpl jpkmk

( l ) sin 2fk
( l ) lnS M p1

( l )2

M p2

( l )2D
13(

s,t
l ist8 l j ts8 ms

(q) sin 2fs
(q) lnS Mt1

(q)2

Mt2
(q)2D G ,

~42!

wheremk
( l ) , ms

(q) , M p1 ,p2

( l ) , andMt1 ,t2
(q) stand for the lepton,

quark, slepton, and squark masses, respectively. Further,
assumed that the sleptons and squarks are much heavier
the leptons and quarks, andfk

( l ) and fk
(q) are the mixing

angles for the mixing between theL-type andR-type charged
sleptons and squarks in each generation, respectively~the
flavor mixing has been neglected!. It is clear from the one-
loop contribution~42! that as long as the couplingsl andl8
are free parameters, one can obtain in principle any kind
the neutrino mixing matrixVMNS. As for our models pre-
sented in Sec. III, there exist indeed certain constraints

9If we take otherR-charge assignment for the lepton sector, th
feature cannot be realized.
4-7
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them like Eq.~28!, but they are not strong enough to pred
a model specific structure of the neutrino mass matrix.

B. The lightest Higgs boson

Since there exist two pairs of Higgs doublets in our mo
els, there exist fourCP-even neutral, threeCP-odd neutral
and three pairs of charged Higgs bosons that are mixed
the neutral and charged scalar leptons, respectively. Here
are interested in the neutral sector, because we would lik
find out the upper bound of the mass of the lightest Hig
boson. We denote the neutral scalar components ofHu and
H̃u by hui with i 51,2, and those of the down-type onesHd ,
H̃d , andLi( i 51,2,3) byhda with a51, . . . ,5,respectively.
Then the most general renormalizable scalar potential inc
ing the SSB terms can be written as

VN5~mu
2! i j hui* hu j1~md

2!abhda* hdb2~Biahuihda1H.c.!

1
1

8
~g21g82!~hui* hui2hda* hda!2. ~43!
on
th

q

gi
in

11501
t

-

th
we
to
s

d-

Since physics is independent of the choice of a basis
the fields, we go to a basis, in which onlyhu1 andhd1 have
a nonvanishing VEV. Accordingly we define

hu15
1

A2
~vu1w11 ih1!, hd15

1

A2
~vd1w21 ih2!,

hu25
1

A2
~w31 ih3!, hdi5

1

A2
~w i 121 ih i 12!,

i 52, . . . ,5 ~44!

wherew ’s and h ’s are real scalar and pseudoscalar com
nents of the Higgs fields, respectively. In this basis, the m
matricesME

2 andMO
2 for the CP-even andCP-odd scalars,

respectively, take the form

ME,O
2 5S ME,O

SM BE,O

BE,O
T mE,O

D , ~45!

where
ME
SM5S ~vd /vu!B111

1

4
~g21g82!vu

2 2B112
1

4
~g21g82!vuvd

2B112
1

4
~g21g82!vuvd ~vu /vd!B111

1

4
~g21g82!vd

2
D , ~46!

MO
SM5S ~vd /vu!B11 B11

B11 ~vu /vd!B11
D , ~47!

BE(O)5S ~vd /vu!B12 2~1 !B1 j

2~1 !B12 ~vu /vd!B1 j
D , j 52, . . . ,5 ~48!

~mE!335~mO!335~mu
2!221

1

8
~g21g82!~vu

22vd
2!, ~49!

~mE(O)!3 j 125~mE(O)! j 12352~1 !B2 j , j 52, . . . ,5

~mE! i 12 j 125~mO! i 12 j 125~md
2! i j 1

1

8
~g21g82!~vd

22vu
2!d i j , i , j 52, . . . ,5. ~50!
ee

e

ass
nal
To derive the above formulas we have used minimum c
ditions of the scalar potential and also assumed that all
parameters appearing in the scalar potential~43! are real.10

Note that the upper 232 matricesME
2 andMO

2 have exactly
the same form as those of the MSSM. We see from E
~45!–~50!, as in the case of the MSSM, that TrME

25MZ
2

10The mass parameters above are not those defined in the ori
scalar potential~43!. They correspond to those in the new basis
which only hu1 andhd1 acquire a nonvanishing VEV.
-
e

s.

1Tr MO
2 is satisfied, which yields the sum rule at the tr

level

mh
21(

i 51

3

mHi
2 1(

i 51

3

mñ1 i
2

5MZ
21(

i 51

3

mAi
2 1(

i 51

3

mñ2 i ,

~51!

where mh , mH , and mñ1
stand for the masses of th

CP-even scalars, andmA andmñ2
for the CP-odd scalars.

Now we come to discuss the lightest Higgs boson m
mh . To this end, we concentrate on the size of the diago

nal
4-8
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elements ofME
2 andMO

2 , because their smallest eigenvalu
cannot be larger than the smallest diagonal elements.
scalar mass squaredmu

2 and md
2 in the scalar potential~43!

consist of both the SSB scalar mass squared and the co
bution from the superpotential~25!. Here we remind our-
selves that all the parameters belonging to the mass as
as interaction terms that involve at least one ofH̃u or H̃d are
very much suppressed at the escape energy. In particula
SSB scalar mass squared forH̃u or H̃d @which we denote by
(m̃u

2)22 and (m̃d
2)22# vanishes at the superconformal fixe

point @21,22,18#, if the weakly coupled low-energy sector
switched off. It has been, however, found in Ref.@19# that
the low-energy sector has a nontrivial influence on their e
lution such that they rather approach, translated into
present case, as

~m̃u
2!22.~m̃d

2!22→~g* !21
3g2

8p2
uM2u2, ~52!

whereg* is the anomalous dimension ofH̃u ~or H̃d) at the
fixed point @see Eq.~5!#, M2 is the SU(2)L gaugino mass,
and we have neglected the U(1)Y contribution. Below the
escape energyLC , their evolution is dictated by the low
energy sector, and all the couplings that contribute to
evolution, except for the gauge couplings of this sector,
suppressed because of the superconformal force. From
consideration we obtain approximately (m̃u

2)22 and (m̃d
2)22 at

MZ :

~m̃u
2!22.~m̃d

2!22.
3g2

8p2
uM2u2F ~g* !211 ln

LC

MZ
G , ~53!

where the quantity in the brackets is a positive number
*O(1). Consequently, the total contributions to the diago
elements in question can be written as

~mu
2!225~mW !21~m̃u

2!221
1

2
MZ

2 cos 2b,

~md
2!225m̃21~m̃d

2!221
1

2
MZ

2 cos 2b,

where tanb5vu /vd is defined in the basis in which all th
VEVs except forHu1 andHd1 vanish@see Eq.~44!, andmW is
given in Eq. ~35!#. It is then obvious that we can mak
(mu

2)22 and (md
2)22 arbitrarily large by making the gaugin

massM2 large. Therefore, the smallest eigenvalue ofME
2 sits
e
O
ba

a

11501
he

tri-

ell

the
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e

e
e
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f
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in ME
SM , implying that we have the same upper bound of t

lightest Higgs boson as in the case of the MSSM,

mh
2<MZ

2 cos2 2b, ~54!

because the matrixME
SM @given in Eq.~46!# has exactly the

same form as in the MSSM. The tree-level bound~54!
should be of course corrected in higher orders in perturba
theory @39,40#. We expect that the correction will be ver
similar to the case of the MSSM, especially if the oth
masses are large.

V. CONCLUSION

In supersymmetric standard models withR-parity and lep-
ton number violations, the left-handed lepton and down-ty
Higgs supermultiplets should be treated on the same foot
unless there exist further quantum numbers that distingu
them from each other. Therefore, them problem in these
models is closely related to the question of why the neutri
are so light. In this paper we have proposed to solve them
problem in this class of models by coupling the models t
superconformal gauge force. We found that for this idea
work we have to extend the MSSM so as to contain at le
another pair of Higgs doublets, which mediate the superc
formal suppression to the MSSM sector. We have shown
a suppression of&O(10213) for the m parameter and neu
trino masses can be achieved generically.

We have constrained the form of the superpotential of
low-energy sector by imposing an anomaly-free discreteR
symmetry, while we have allowed most general, renorma
able supersymmetry-breaking terms. We have found that
discreteR symmetry automatically suppresses the lepto
flavor violating processes such asm→eg, m→eee, m-e
conversion in nuclei, the electron electric dipole mome
~EDM!, and also the neutrinoless doubleb decay. The result-
ing models can accommodate a large mixing among neu
nos, and it has turned out that the upper bound of the ligh
Higgs boson mass of the MSSM remains unchanged in th
extended models. Finally we expect that the escape energ
the superconformal sector is&O(10) TeV so that this secto
could be experimentally observed in near feature.
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